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COLLEGE ADMISSIONS ESSAY TIPS 
Advice for Writers from Writers 

1. “I write to find what I have to say. I edit to figure out how to say it right.” Cheryl Strayed 
2. “To write you have to have stories you want to tell, you have to keep your mind alive, and you have to work hard.” 

Tracey Kidder 
3. “You have to resign yourself to wasting lots of trees before you write anything really good.” J.K. ROWLING 

Choosing a Topic 

1. Write about what you know.  
2. What topic(s) could you discuss for 2 hours? 
3. What are you an expert in? 
4. What are the most important events in your life? These events may be one-time or recurring. 
5. What are the simple things in life that are meaningful for you? 
6. What about you do you want to reveal to the person reading your essay?   
7. What is it that you want to say about yourself to the person reading your essay? 
8. Eliminate the essay topics you know that you don’t want to write about. 
9. Talk to people who know you about your essay topics. See if you have made the right choices. 
10. Tell a good story. 
11. Be authentic, be real, be honest. In the negative: Don’t try to be someone you’re not. 
12. Take a risk, if: 1) The content is appropriate; 2) You have a mature perspective on the subject; 3) You are 

comfortable in writing about a risky topic; 4) There is a legitimate point (no being risky for the sake of being 
risky). 

13. Death, divorce, disease, disaster: You may write about these experiences, but you must write with a mature 
perspective. It’s an essay, not a journal entry or a therapy session. 

14. Rachel Toor of Duke University says that a good essay does this: Let the readers know that you are a person whom 
they think other students would enjoy getting to know.  

Writing the Essay 

1. Plan before your write 
2. Your first draft is freewriting 
3. It’s what you write and how you write it 
4. Write one essay at a time 
5. Have a conversation on the page 
6. Don’t write from a distance 
7. Make it personal 
8. Be ready to write lots of drafts 
9. Know when to leave well enough alone 
10. Write in a place that allows you to do almost nothing but write 
11. Show and tell  
12. Go beyond the obvious – you have to see meaning in people, places, and things 
13. Proofread before you send. Let another person proofread before you send. 

  

 

  

This list was created by Jason Walker and Jeannie Jens at Potomac Falls High School. 
 
Please visit the PFHS website, where you will find a packet that includes the following: 

 Letters from admissions departments at the University of Virginia and Duke University 
 Admissions essays from nearly 20 PFHS alumni 
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Writing the Essay: Sound Advice from an Expert 
by Parke Muth, Associate Director of International Admission, University of Virginia 
(From U.S. News and World Report) 

Fast Food. That's what I think of when I try to draw an analogy with the process of reading application essays.  

The bad. Ninety percent of the applications I read contain what I call McEssays - usually five-paragraph essays that consist 
primarily of abstractions and unsupported generalization. They are technically correct in that they are organized and have 
the correct sentence structure and spelling, but they are boring. Sort of like a Big Mac. I have nothing against Big Macs, but 
the one I eat in Charlottesville is not going to be fundamentally different from the one I eat in Paris, Peoria or Palm 
Springs. I am not going to rave about the quality of a particular Big Mac. The same can be said about the generic essay. If 
an essay starts out: "I have been a member of the band and it has taught me leadership, perseverance and hard work," I 
can almost recite the rest of the essay without reading it. Each of the three middle paragraphs gives a bit of support to an 
abstraction, and the final paragraph restates what has already been said. A McEssay is not wrong, but it is not going to be 
a positive factor in the admission decision. It will not allow a student to stand out. 

A student who uses vague abstractions poured into a preset form will end up being interpreted as a vague series of 
abstractions. A student who uses cliché becomes, in effect, a cliché. If we are what we eat, we are also what we write. 

Not only does a preset form lead to a generic essay, so does a generic approach to what is perceived as the right topic. 
Far too many students begin the search of what to write about by asking: What does my college want to hear? The thinking 
goes something like this: If I can figure out what they are looking for, and if I can make myself look like that, then I'll 
improve my chances.  

Several years ago we asked students to describe an invention or creation from the past that was important to them. Our 
No.1 response - at least a thousand people - was the Declaration of Independence. This might make some people think that 
our college bound students are wonderfully patriotic, but given that my institution was found by Thomas Jefferson, I have a 
better answer. My guess is that a significant portion of the people who chose the Declaration did so because they thought 
we would want to hear about how much they admired Thomas Jefferson. While this may be a noble sentiment or, in some 
cases, a cynical maneuver, it ultimately meant that we had a thousand essays that sounded pretty much alike and therefore 
did not affect the admission decision. We are not looking for students who all think the same way, believe the same thing, 
or write the same essay.  

Too often, however students who want to avoid sounding generic with respect to form or content choose exactly the wrong 
remedy; they think that bigger topics - or bigger words - are better. But it is almost impossible, in 500 words, to write well 
about vast topics such as the death of a loved one (see excerpt: "the bad"). I am not advocating longer essays (just 
remember how many applications admissions officers need to read); I am advocating essays with a sharp focus that allows 
for detail. Detail is what differentiates one essay from another, one applicant from another. 

Instead of detail, however, students try to impress us with big words. In trying to make a topic sound intellectual, students 
resort to the thesaurus and, as a result, end up sounding pretentious or at least insecure about using the voice they would 
use to describe an event to a friend. The student assumes that these "impressive" words intensify the experience for a 
reader rather than diminish it. Before students send off their essay, they should always read it aloud to someone who knows 
them well; let that person decide if an individual voices comes through. 

The good. A good essay is not good because of the topic but because of the voice. A good writer can make any topic 
interesting, and a weak writer can make even the most dramatic topic a bore. 

Students need only to recall the difference between two simple concepts - showing and telling. A good essay always 
shows; a weak essay always tells. 

By showing, a writer appeals to all of the senses, not just the visual. To show means to provide a feast for the eyes, ears 
and, depending on the essay, the mouth, nose or skin. But rather than telling a reader what show is, it is much easier to show 
what showing is. 
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The student whose essay appears below, an example of "the good," has undertaken the task of describing - that is, of 
showing, in detail - the deterioration of her father as he gets treated for cancer. I do not know of a single member of our 
staff who was not deeply affected by this essay, the whole of which is as well done as the excerpt. What is impressive 
about the essay is the willingness of the writer to carefully notice everything that is happening. She opens with a sound, that 
coughing, and then creates a visual scene that we can see clearly. I said before that writing about death and sickness is 
perhaps one of the most difficult topics to tackle in a college essay, but here we have an example of why this topic can 
demonstrate not only writing ability but the courage to face a terrible situation head-on with intellect and power. Compare 
this with the other essay about death. There, even though the writer was saturated with emotions, he was merely telling us, 
in abstract terms, what he felt. 

A writer who shows respects the intelligence of the reader; a writer who tells focuses on the ideas, or the perceived ideas, 
behind the details. He or she is more concerned about demonstrating the ability to be abstract than the ability to be 
precise. In a short, personal essay, precision is power. 
 
The risky. Any student who has already learned the basics of showing should think about taking a risk on the college essay. 
What kind of risk?  Think about starting an essay with: "I sat in the back of the police car." Or, as in the example (below): 
"The woman wanted breasts." These first sentences use what journalists call a hook. The sentence reaches out from the page 
and grabs our attention. It creates a bit of controversy and an expectation that the writer might be willing to take 
academic risks in the classroom. A good hook does not mean that a good essay will follow, but it does mean that a reader 
will look forward to seeing what will unfold. 

A risky essay can border on the offensive. In some cases, as in the excerpt, it is possible that a few readers might write off 
an applicant based upon questionable taste. That is the danger of taking a risk. People wonder if they will be penalized if 
they do take a risk in an application. They want to know, in other words, if there is any risk in taking a risk. Yes, there is. I 
can say, however, that my experience in the admissions field has led me to conclude the great majority of admissions 
officers are an open-minded lot and that to err on the side of the baroque might not be as bad as to stay in the comfort of 
the boring.  

The best essays are crafted not from a formula for success but by a voice that is practiced. Those who are willing to take a 
risk, to focus on that part of the world that matters to them and to show the passion and the practice it takes to write about 
it well, will help their chances of admission through their essay. 

 

Excerpts from essays to U.Va.  

--The bad: From an early age, we accept death as the inevitable, but do not comprehend its actual denotation. Death is the 
impending future that all people must eventually grasp. In my early teens, my grandfather tragically perished. As a youth who 
did not identify with such a cataclysm I was saturated with various emotions. Initially, I was grieved by the loss of a loved one 
and could not understand why this calamity had to befall upon my family. I always considered death to have a devastating 
effect, but was shocked by the emotional strain it places upon an individual.  

--The good: The coughing came first, the hacking in the middle of the night. Then there were the multiple doctor visits, each one 
the same: the little white rooms with magazines where I tried not to stare at the bald, gaunt woman across from me. One of the 
white coats finally said something, steadily, forecasting an 80 percent chance of rain. The list of second opinions grew too long 
to count, looking for someone to say the right thing. Finally, there was relief in hearing the name of a kinder killer: lymphoma.  

--The risky: The woman wanted breasts. She had fame waiting on her like a slave, money dripping from her fingertips and men 
diving into her being. Yet she wanted breasts because the world wanted her to have a bust. She looked at the big black and 
white glossy of herself arching on a silken carpet and knew that the world would be satisfied with her airbrush deception.  

------------This woman is us. My family has been in existence for nearly 20 years now, and we are aging and losing our own 
breasts and tight face - the giddy happiness of a child's unconditional love for his family, the young family's need for each 
other. Yet, we are constantly pressured by society's family icons into compromising our change and age instead of accepting it. 
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ASSAYING THE ESSAY 

Duke University 
  

Students apply themselves to the art of standing out in the admissions process, writing as if their futures depended on it 
 
College admissions is an art, not a science. As application numbers go up and the applicant pool gets stronger, as grades 
and rigorous curriculum choices and standardized testing scores all are going through the roof, the "subjective" parts of the 
application become increasingly important. We look not only for students who are involved in their communities, but also 
for those who have made an impact. We look not only for well-rounded students, but also for well-lopsided applicants who 
have demonstrated real prowess, potential, and focus in a particular area.  
 
This year, the admissions staff at Duke read 14,580 "personal statements." Although we use six criteria to evaluate 
applicants, it is surprising how similar many of our hopefuls look. They've all taken hard classes and done well. 
Standardized testing is all in pretty much the same ballpark. Teachers all say they're the greatest thing since sliced bread. 
Even extracurricular look pretty similar: captain of three varsity sports, president of student government, accomplished 
musician, and so forth. So, the personal statement becomes a way of making the applicant a person, explaining to us in a 
few double-spaced pages who these students are and why we would want to invite them to join our community.  
 
As in every profession, admissions has its own jargon, its own conventions. We tend to think in shorthand and in categories. 
There's a certain inevitability when you ask seventeen-year-olds to write on "a matter of importance" that you will get 
many similar topics and essays. We understand this commonality of experience and understand, too, how heartfelt and 
tentative these attempts are, especially given how much our applicants think is riding on their work. They're trying to 
impress us; they think they should tell us what they think we want to hear. They try to sound smart and sophisticated and 
profound. Sometimes they succeed. Mostly, they are truly and painfully and wonderfully honest.  
 
In terms of subject matter, there are a number of common genres. The catalogue of achievements. The meaningful activity. 
The community-service essay. The horrible tragedy, the death or illness of a friend, relative, stranger, or dog. The "me" 
essay, where they find some way to talk about themselves; these are often the best. Even though we lump these together, 
we try never to forget that for each applicant, the personal statement is personal--and about something intensely 
important. We resist cynicism even in the face of incredible similarity because we know how powerful these experiences 
are.  
 
As far as we're concerned, any topic for the essay is fair game. It's not so much what they write about, but how they write. 
The writing doesn't have to be perfect, though some of these applicants are amazing writers. There are often spelling 
errors, typos, and, sometimes, the last line of their application essay to Duke does read, "and that's why I really want to go 
to Stanford." One applicant this year said she wanted to go to a private school like Duke, not one of the "big state public 
institutions." We notice these things, but we're really in the business of content, of looking for substance over style (though 
we do, of course, appreciate good style).  
 
Can a good essay get an average student into a school like Duke? No, not really. In fact, many of our admitted students 
write fairly average essays. It's just one of the criteria we use in our evaluations. But when we read a good essay, we share 
it with our colleagues. We tell our friends about it. We get excited about the prospect of having the person, who shared 
his or her life, insight, or humor with us, come to Duke. College is fundamentally about getting to know other people and 
oneself. While we all learned a lot in our college courses and from our professors, college students ultimately learn from 
other students, in the dorms, in the dining halls, during late-night study breaks in the library. What a good essay can do is 
let us get to know a person whom we think other students would enjoy getting to know.  
 
There's no such as the perfect college admissions essay, no formula for writing one's way into college, no winning topic.  
 
--Rachel Toor  
Office of Undergraduate Admissions   
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Essays from Former PFHS Students 
 
 

The average person spends 4,560 hours waiting. I’ve waited around 150,000 already. I sit in a hard chair in the 
corner and my eyes whip around the room. The blank walls provoke a staring contest with my blinded gaze; I struggle to 
focus on fluorescent white. A lady flips through an issue of Ladies’ Home Journal. Quickly she turns the pages, not caring 
when two stick. She’s nervous.  

“Mommy, play?” asks a brown-haired boy as he crawls towards a mound of toys. “Come back and sit down, 
Tommy,” protests his gum-smacking mothing. Her short tempter reminds me my mother’s impatience with me, revealing a hint 
of fear for the person she loves most. Temptation almost lifts me to help him build his blue and red block tower.  

Waiting here isn’t fair. The nervous mother and her boy shouldn’t be here. The clock reads ten ‘til ten. Only five 
minutes have passed. An elderly man walks in, sits alone, beams a kind smile in my direction. My eyes narrow and I grin 
back. Then the door opens slowly, a familiar face squints. His glasses drop and he looks at me with the same silence as last 
week. I’m up. 
 

 
*********************************************************************************** 

 
My Legacy 

As I write this essay and glance upwards at my bookshelf, I wonder what a stranger would see if he walked into 
my room. Would he judge me by the somewhat cluttered state of my room? School binders flung awry across the carpet, 
set aside until time ebbs ever forward in progress and another school year is already upon their owner. Guitar cables 
snake their way around the coffee table. Resting against the table is a cheap Stratocaster adorned with a sticker of the Mu 
Alpha Theta emblem depicting the almighty 3-4-5 right triangle. 

Would the stranger seek to find out more by the papers strewn across my desk? Cards from loved ones 
congratulating me and my hospital volunteer card lay next to a copy of A Brief History of Time. Truck keys below a Led 
Zeppelin album glint in the florescent light. Above, a billboard pinned with memories holds pictures of my young self with 
my family at Disney World. Aunts and uncles hold me and my sister close, and the only detention slip I've ever received 
hangs comically beside them. 

If the stranger were intelligent, he would return to the bookshelf, where my favorite novels lean against one 
another. Frodo Baggins sits next to John Grisham, and David McCullough listens avidly to Jack London recite tales of the 
wild. They lean almost lazily, until the end of the bookshelf where a compilation of the works of Charles Dickens and a 
monstrous Calculus Prep book stand upright as soldiers.  

One may ask, how are the objects in this seemingly random assortment connected? The answer is easy; they are all 
connected through me. These objects all represent who I am. To the passive observer, these objects are random, with little 
value. To me they are my life. They are what would be left behind if I were to vanish from the face of the Earth; in a sense 
they are part of my legacy. 

When I was young, my Dad would read me The Lord of the Rings. Hardly childhood reading I know, but as my 
fellow Tolkien scholars know, Tolkien read many of his stories to his young son Christopher as bedtime stories. It was passed 
down from father to son. Not the books, this goes beyond the tangible. It was the experience that became the legacy. If I 
were a betting man, I would be willing to say that Christopher in his later years may not remember the name of every 
chapter of every book Tolkien wrote, but he does remember this: his father’s voice, breathing life into the triumphs of 
heroes from a faraway land.  

Our passions are what shape the legacy we leave. They are the driving force behind our every action. These 
interests pique the curiosity and determination necessary to achieve wonderful things. Accolades, achievements, and 
awards are merely the superficial effects of the primal cause of passion. It is of course impossible to be passionate about 
everything; that seems almost inhuman. The trick, as my wise parents once told me, is to find the things you are passionate 
about, and pursue them to the fullest. Strive for perfection, and never mind if it is unattainable.  

My passions have shaped me into the man I am today. My love for music, and the artful science of song has 
shaped me. My love of science, and my insatiable desire to find out more about the world we live in has shaped me. My 
fierce desire to help people and the satisfaction of knowing I can make a difference has shaped me. My need for 
fellowship, and to have those around me share in my interests has shaped me. These passions are why I have applied to 
your university because I will tirelessly strive ever forward so that the stranger in my room may one day walk in, and know 
my legacy.  (Note: This essay is not from a former PFHS student. It was written by Mrs. Jens’s amazing nephew) 

 
*********************************************************************************** 
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Angry yelling that shakes the walls, silence, then my mother’s soft crying. I ignore all the words. If I can separate 

myself then I won’t feel the pain.  
 The circles repeat; the criticisms never change. “Why can’t he just do the right thing? Why can’t he be good?” What 
they really mean: I am perfect and he’s a nightmare. I am responsible though. I feed this cycle with my continued 
perfection.  
 The A+ sticks to the door under a purple magnet. It’s his first in a long time. Mine surround it like an angry mob, but 
as I pass by, I see his small smile. He catches me looking and the smile vanishes. In true teenage fashion, he glares and 
stalks away. For the first time in weeks I smile, but it’s tainted with tears. Because it’s a smile that breaks my heart more 
than any screaming could. 
 Eight months ago I watched his fourteen-year-old, six foot two body curl itself into the stark wooden chair. He looks 
too thin. The rickety wooden railing was an iron wall separating us. My mother was fidgeting beside me, her arm locked in 
mine. When the door slammed open, we all jumped. My brother and the lawyer rose to greet the judge, and though weeks 
of our lives had been leading up to that moment, I will never remember exactly what happened. He was acquitted, and 
everything moved again. Everything would be better now. He would surely learn his lesson. 
 Two months later. Six AM. Nausea wrecks me, aching sensations radiate in my neck and gut, headaches. The circles 
had grown, feeding on themselves. He is out of control, so much worse. Of course we all know it, but every single one of us 
continued to try and fix him. We justified it. We could help him. We could change him. 
 Today’s no different: more yelling, more angry door-slamming, more crying. After consoling my mother, seeing my 
father’s greying hair and sunken eyes, I fled to the peace of a quiet car. Just like every other day, I turn to leave. He is 
there waiting for his bus.  
 He was framed by the beginnings of fall. Leaves were changing. A cold wind ruffled his dirty blonde hair. His big 
brown eyes looked too empty. Finally, it clicked. I saw our lives in lines, no more cycles. There was only one answer all 
along, but I could never see it. It was autumn, and I couldn’t change that. I couldn’t fix the dead leaves falling. I couldn’t 
make the wind stop blowing. Couldn’t make it warmer, or colder. Just like I couldn’t fix him - no matter how hard I, or 
anyone else, tried. Still, it was more comforting knowing all I could do was love him with my whole heart until both of us 
weren’t so broken anymore. I can love him without hating his lack of empathy, I can. I can end the cycle of blame and start 
our relationship over. 

 
*********************************************************************************** 

 
“Watch out!” she yelled as I saw myself falling into what seemed like a blanket of pure pain and discomfort. As I 

laid there dumbfounded, I couldn’t help but laugh at how ridiculously clumsy I was. “Oh my god...” I heard her gasp, sincere 
concern tickled her voice. Why do I put myself into these situations, I thought to myself. Here I was lying face flat on 
cement, in my best friend’s front yard, all because I took the risk of trying out a silly yoga position at the wrong place and 
time. I could taste the blood and tears along the lining of my lips. It tasted all but sweet as it made my face cringe. I could 
hear the organ playing in the background as I made my way to my parents. For someone who loves the sound of the 
melodious tone of the piano, this sound gave me the chills and filled my body with nerves. I guess that’s my flaw. Give me 
just about any dare and I won’t hesitate to entertain. 

All my life, I’ve dealt with the cautious ways of my mom’s love. Always playing it safe, always playing by the rules. 
I was never like that, not now, not ever. It was the greatest feeling in the world, to be filled with adrenaline and 
excitement. To have my blood rushing through my body. To have my stomach filled with intangible knots. Not knowing what 
was going to happen next because of the rush, but going ahead and doing it anyways. How can you possibly live life to 
the fullest if all you do is worry about the outcome? Everything happens for a reason right? So let’s just go with it. That was 
my forte. I loved nothing more than to make my friends laugh and have a good time. I wanted to feel like I was making 
everyone around me happy. Not because I’d be getting hurt, but because they were having a good time watching me be 
crazy.  

If I could, I would sky dive every day of my life. I would bungee jump off the tallest building. Race cars like you 
see in the Fast and Furious movies. I have my limits, but when it comes to adrenaline, not very many.  I want to feel my 
blood rushing from my toes to my head, to feel my eyes water as the air smacks me in the face. I want to feel alive. Why 
do we wait until we’re on our death bed to be spontaneous? It wouldn’t hurt to take a risk once in a while. No matter how 
much my mother warns me. No matter how much she tries to keep my feet on the ground, I will see the world one day. I will 
go beyond my limits. What can I say? I’m a risk taker. 

 
*********************************************************************************** 
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The salty, stale peanuts are the only things I can stomach.  In hushed Russian, my mother tells me to eat something 
substantial; she doesn’t want me whining for food later.  I obediently nod.  I understand the irritability she feels.  We’re all 
on edge after sitting for hours in a cramped space, thousands of miles above the ground.  I dutifully take a bite of a 
tasteless food I’ve never seen before and wash it down with bitter tea.  My long hair sticks to my neck in a sweaty clump, 
my clothes are itchy, but I know better than to complain.  Instead, I think about what America might be like, a place I’ve 
heard both criticized and admired.  Lost in thought, it suddenly hits me I may never walk through the Red Square again, see 
the family we left behind, never experience the beautifully harsh winters I’ve come to associate with home.  As a prim 
stewardess glides through the narrow aisle, the bile violently burns its way out of my throat. 

Change is frightening, an experience that rips you apart.  There is uncertainty about what lies ahead and no 
guarantee that there is a place to go back to.  It is a limbo that hints at inevitability and torments with vague possibilities.  
For a long time, I physically could not accept change; it was something my body literally rebelled against with cold sweat 
and a churning stomach, even though I put on a brave face and went along with it.  There is always a fear, a logical need 
to want to stay in a comfortable, predictable place where I know how to react and what to say.  I would be lying if I said 
today I boldly face, even seek out changes in my life; I doubt any person can say that in all honesty.  I can say, however, 
that I learned to appreciate the beauty that stems from change.  I do not know who I would be my family remained in 
Moscow.  I do not know what I would be doing or who my friends would be.  I do know that I learned to respect the person 
I have become.  I learned to let the best of any situation mold me, not the worst.  I learned how to look for the good in life, 
even hovering thousands of miles above the ground. 

 
*********************************************************************************** 

 
I walk through the automatic door, and a cold wind blasts my face. I look up towards the heaven that lay in front 

of me, books. All along the walls, their spines facing out, a multitude of color and fonts. So many books, all different sizes, 
all filled with different stories, all of them calling out to me. I walk toward the first shelf; my eyes scan the different levels, 
so many titles popping out at me. I feel as though they are calling my name, pleading for me to read through them. I pick 
one off the shelf; the cover is laminated, it feels smooth, almost as if it was refined, and untouched by human hands. I hold 
the book in my hand and quickly flip through the pages. I hear a soft thump, and can feel a tiny breeze coming off of the 
pages. I can feel the books weight in my hands, it is light, probably less than a pound, and yet it is much heavier than it 
seems. Because inside of this book is a story, an entirely separate world, comprised of thousands upon millions of people. In 
my hands, I hold a story of happiness, of sadness, of anger, and deceit; but most importantly, I hold life. It is inside of the 
book itself where I feel content; because it is there that I can escape. Through the power of words, I am able to escape into 
a different world, I am able to forget about my own life, I am able to look through someone else’s. Each book is a portal, a 
portal into a new world, a new story, and every portal is different, and that is what makes them interesting. All books have 
their own stories, each one new and creative; and so when one portal closes, another one shall take its place, and guide us 
through a whole new world.  It is through books that we are able to escape, we can forget our problems and simply relax, 
remove ourselves from stress, and free ourselves. And it is here, inside this library, where thousands of portals wait to be 
open; it is in here, where I truly feel free. 
 

*********************************************************************************** 
 
What do we do? We swim, swim. But I want an Oompa Loompa now Daddy. Brown paper packages tied up with 

strings, these are a few of my favorite things. That’s alright, he can call me Flower if he wants to; I don’t mind. There’s a 
rumbly in my tumbly. You have your mother’s eyes Harry. 

My life is a movie. Some people say that television rots people’s brains, but I disagree. A movie captures the 
essence of everything good and pure in a child’s heart making it last a lifetime. It captures the innocence of a young girl 
with short blonde curly hair who loves Bambi so much that Flower becomes the name of her beanie baby skunk, carrying it 
with her until the white looks brown and the stitching is frayed. When her stomach growls and unforgiving signal and the 
first phrase that pops in her seventeen-year-old head is “there’s a rumbly in my tumbly,” she can’t help but smile at the 
movie of magic of a little ol’ bear all stuffed with fluff. A girl so transfixed by the wonders of Willie Wonka stands with 
green hair and orange skin, dressed as an Oompa Loompa, not letting anyone tell her she is too old to go trick or treating. 
A child can barely contain her excitement as she successfully stayed up past midnight to watch Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer’s Stone. Several years later Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2 is the first midnight premier she attends. 
Nemo is the name of her beta fish that sits on the shelf of her ocean themed room. Musicals are something she openly 
desires. She thinks it is stupid when characters randomly break out into song, but secretly she wishes she could star in the 
Sound of Music and one day have her name appear in a movie credit.  
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My life is a movie. In a movie anything is possible and dreams can be achieved. Imagination is endless and 
allowed to be set free. In a movie I can become anyone or anything I want to be. My life is a movie, and I can’t wait to 
begin my next scene.  

 
*********************************************************************************** 

 
Scars lined the skin on his knuckles. His palms were cracked and callused; they tugged on my t-shirts when he’d pat 

me on the back. The creases and healed blisters told the stories of his past, a testament to the physical labor he had 
endured. They mesmerized me. I smiled remembering the apologetic look he would give me when I reached for them while 
we walked together. I was so proud of those hands. They had come to this country empty in the pursuit of the American 
dream. Those hands chased the monsters out from under my bed and killed spiders that lurked in the corners of my room. 
Now I saw holding these hands in mine. Their desperate grip so tight that I could almost feel our pulses synching. Thump-
thump, ice fishing, thump-thump, learning to ride a bike, thump-thump, dancing on his feet around our living room, the 
flashbacks inundated me. My daddy and cancer simply did not agree with each other.  

His sudden cough jolted me from my day dream and returned me to the hospital room. Every inch of the window 
sill was covered in bouquets flowers and yet the oppressive odor of Lysol filled the room. I studied my father, trying to 
burn his image in my mind. The soft beard on his face seemed to have grayed overnight. If I tried, I was nearly certain I 
could have scooped up his shrunken frame into my arms. The shift in our relationship felt foreign. A twinge of 
embarrassment struck me as I peered over his tray to make sure he had eaten enough food. I shook off my discomfort. 
After nearly 15 years of being daddy’s little girl, it was time I grew up.  

I look back on that first day I visited my father in the hospital as one of the most difficult I have ever lived. 
However, watching as he deteriorated, something inside of me began to grow. I learned to cook, clean, and manage my 
time, as well as a household. I got a job to ease some burdens and graciously wrote explanatory emails to family and 
friends throughout the course of the treatment. But more importantly, I learned to unify a family in shambles. I learned the 
immense power of prayer. I learned to see the glass as half full even when there is no more than a few drops inside. It was 
in being torn down and having to rebuild myself that I learned about strength. My actions earned me the right to respect 
myself. It was a lesson in the fragility of life that taught me the tenacity of hope and the human spirit.  
 

*********************************************************************************** 
 
 

Red Dress 
A small red dress lays folded in the top drawer of my dresser.  It catches my eye every so often, but I don’t bother 

to look at it for more than a few seconds.  Once in a while, however, I’ll completely unfold the dress and hold it over my 
body in front of a mirror.  It brings back nostalgic memories of my great-aunt, who raised me while my mom finished her 
college education. It also triggers current realizations.   

My days were spent sitting on a sofa in front of a small television set with a plate of pitas.  Almost every day I 
would hear the hum of her sewing machine, and I would abandon the television to watch her instead.  She gave me a warm 
smile before inviting me to sit with her.  I sat for hours and watched her create and mend garments.  Her gentle hands fed 
fabric into the machine and carefully coaxed threads out of the fabric if they were sewn incorrectly.   

I think back to her gentle hands whenever I unfold the dress.  It feels as if there is a part of her with me as I run my 
fingers over the seam at the waist of the dress.  I remember stories my mom told me about my great-aunt. She often told 
my mom I would make her proud. It is those words that come to mind when I start to tell myself that I can’t do something.  I 
tell myself to work harder to make her proud of me.         

The dress also reminds me of the realities of what has happened in the past seventeen years.  She doesn’t sit by 
her sewing machine for hours at a time, and she doesn’t make dresses for me anymore.  I haven't heard the hum of her 
machine in years.  Moreover, I’ve realized her eyes are not as sharp and observant as they used to be; they’re dull and 
unperceptive.  She’s prone to forgetting things now.  It started with small things like the date, but now she can barely 
remember the nieces and nephews that she once saw as her own children.    

My mom tells me I’m the only person my great-aunt can properly remember.  It makes me feel special, even if she 
only remembers the four-year-old version of me that still fit into the red dress in my dresser.  I don’t think of her every day 
or even as often as I would like to.  When I do think of her, however, I remember her calm voice over the hum of her 
machine telling me to stay away from the needles. I also recall recent talks over Skype ending with, “I always keep you in 
my prayers.  Be good." 

When I think of her, I remember she’s always believed in me when I didn’t believe in myself. She tells me to be 
good, gentle as the hands that used to sew, and I hum in agreement.  

*********************************************************************************** 
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Grand plie after grand plie she stood before me. I knew every angle of her body: the way her sixth position 

showed only a slight turnout, how uncomfortably her left hand laid on her tutu, and her untamed red hair hid her right 
shoulder. She was so young and vulnerable, so pale and fragile. Her eyes showed no emotion, but I connected with her. 

For eight years I sashayed before her. My awkward body closely resembled hers. My arms hung at my sides as I 
was never sure what to do with them. The control I had over my legs was sloppy and uncoordinated. But for eight years I 
worked. I wanted to become an elegant ballerina. 

I endured the pain of pointe shoes, the countless blisters, the straining muscles. I contorted my body in unimaginable 
ways to achieve that perfect pose. She watched me try, she watched me struggle, she saw me succeed.  

I don’t dance anymore. I walk into that cold, dark studio and shiver. Inevitably I grew up. Renoir’s painting of “The 
Dancer” was now a blank canvas. I no longer identified with her childlike body, as mine now belonged to a woman. My tan 
face made me look aged compared to her pristine white skin. My eyes had seen the world and hers only the inside of a 
dusty ballet studio. She was frozen in time and I wasn’t.  

But I miss her.  
 

*********************************************************************************** 
 
Shopping is a gamble. It is impossible to know when a product hits its lowest price. But Costco makes it effortless 

for suburban whales to price count. A Dateline special on the “Costco Craze” revealed that fours and sevens are lucky 
numbers at Costco, signifying a fully discounted item. Zeroes and nines are bust numbers because price tags ending in those 
numbers are at their peak. With this tip, Costco veterans know when to hold ‘em and when to fold ‘em.  

Costco is aware that Catholic soccer moms are going to sample the steaming gourmet ravioli, feel guilty for 
grabbing a free bite, and then purchase the non-discounted 24-pack. Hence the marketing ploy, “free sample tastes.” 
Being raised Catholic, I know how it feels to snag two samples of the deliciously juicy sausage, stare down the old woman 
serving me, and feel that by passing up the six pound roll I am doing a disservice to Nana personally. It took a lot of Hail 
Mary’s to overcome my free sampling sin, but now I can help myself to Sunday brunch at chez Costco. 

The center of the Costco warehouse stuffed with leather sofas, video games, and trampolines is a shipper’s 
quicksand. What beings as trip for milk and eggs turns into Extreme Makeover Home Edition with one sweet of the aisle. 
Even the most seasoned bargain hunters succumb to the impulse buy. Although we bring our lists, our coupon booklets, and 
our platinum membership Costco cards, those rare finds are just too enticing. Who could pass up the complete Monty 
Python DVD set for $79.99?  

I am proud to be a Costco kid, a professional bargain hunter. Besides, what other club can I get into under 
eighteen?  

 
*********************************************************************************** 

 
Mirrors are placed in elevators to distract riders from how slowly they move. Mirrors are hung on walls to enhance 

the otherwise monotonous décor. Any piece of cutlery can be transformed into a looking glass. Then they tell us that we are 
too self-indulgent. 

My teammates file into the locker room and not one passes the mirror without glancing at her reflection. They look 
for that one strand of hair that has fallen out of place. They look for that pimple that has grown larger and redder from 
the stress of the day. They look to see if their carefully chosen outfit can successfully mask last night’s Ben and Jerry’s binge. 
With sighs of defeat, they walk away, eyes now affixed to the floor. 

Girls stare. They stare at themselves, they stare at each other. They are addicted to their reflections. Girls are 
surrounded by unforgiving mirrors and shiny objects; therefore, they are going to look. The looking is inevitable. They 
continuously scan and search for imperfections and in their internal dialogues, they curse themselves for not carrying an 
extra tube of concealer, for not plucking one rogue eyebrow, or for being too young to endure the painful surgeries that 
will fix a hideously crooked nose. It is hard to walk away from a train wreck.  

During my first year of middle school, I started to stare. Trying to walk through the crowded school hallways, with 
bags flailing, felt like barreling through Macy’s on Black Friday. So many bodies, so many faces, so many stares, Barbie 
and Friends had taken over the school. These girls were perfectly crafted pieces of plastic, already sporting fake hair 
colors, bleached teeth, push up bras, all at the age of twelve. 

I looked awkward. My eyes were hidden behind crooked, wiry frames. My teeth were wrapped in a spectacle of 
metal and colored rubber bands. My breasts were still covered by a training bra. Mirrors became my worst enemy. I 
dreaded bathroom visits, glass objects, metal objects, and windows. Seeing my image was paralyzing. But the girls from 
Sunnyvale avoided mirrors, too. I didn’t get it. They hated their reflection as much as I hated mine. 
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But it’s not our fault. Girls are not to blame for the stereotypical lives we lead. Walt Disney has children chanting 
“Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest of them all” by age five. By ages six and seven, ridiculously proportioned 
Barbie dolls rule the toy box and by age ten, every girl has raided her mom’s makeup drawer at least once. Clothing and 
makeup advertisements target fourteen to eighteen-year-old girls, urging them to look as if they are attending the Video 
Music Awards rather than high school. 

But without this obsession with self-indulgence, I would be the first one in line at customer service complaining that it 
would have been faster to have just taken the stairs. We will never break the addiction.  

 
*********************************************************************************** 

 
It’s my drug of choice. Every hour, it consumes my thoughts. As with every addiction, there is an enabler. Mine 

happens to be a place I visit often to score my next hit. Pulling up in front of the building instantly relaxes me. Just the 
exterior of the building gives a hint of what is to come: a stark, modern, and pure white building with a sign reading “The 
Container Store” in white letters popping of the cobalt blue background. 

Stepping into the Container Store, I feel completely in my element. Employees greet customers at the door, sporting 
shirts that say: “Can You Contain Yourself?”  

The answer is no. How can I contain myself when I am surrounded by 5,000 square feet of organizational 
paraphernalia?  

When I walk around the store, it is like a drug addict searching an alley way for a fix. I am enclosed by walls of 
storage solutions. Lucite boxes, plastic tubs, shoe racks, closet shelving, and magazine racks surround me. Still without my 
next fix, I slink out of the alley and wander into the surrounding aisles. Going through withdrawal symptoms, my mind fails 
to focus. My attention constantly switches from wrapping paper to backpacks to measuring spoons to jewelry organizers. 
Then it hits me: I have already found my drug of choice. 

Organization gives me the rush that drug addicts achieve after finding their fix. With organization comes control. 
When situations are chaotic, I become obsessively organized and a compulsive perfectionist. Suddenly, every picture on the 
wall is crooked and my closet looks like a tornado has blown through it. After spending an hour arranging my shirts from 
light to dark, I still cannot make my closet look like it stepped off a page of the California Closets catalog. My closet may 
be imperfect, not catalog worthy, but it as a close to perfect as I can make it. Sometimes I just have to remember that 
perfection is not what I strive for. It is balance I seek. 

 
 

*********************************************************************************** 
 
The aroma of my mom’s home cooked beef brisket filled my nostrils; I could even taste it in the air as I opened the 

door. With half-closed eyes and a hunched back, I took slow strides into the kitchen. Gawking at the savory, tender meat 
and foaming from scale, it read 144, my heart dropped, and I shed a tear. Six pounds to lose in two days, it tormented me 
for hours, hours that seemed like days. I wrote an essay for English and crawled into the bed. The TV played food 
commercials on repeat for hours. I went to bed dreaming of all-you-can-eat honey BBQ wings at the Wing Factory. Those 
two days passed, I ate nothing and made weight for my match, weight was finally off my mind, momentarily. On that 
Saturday, I won the district tournament, advancing to regionals. The following week it started all over again, and in the 
end, I found myself standing on the Virginia state wrestling mat. I was living my dream. Mom’s brisket and I became one 
after a four-hour trip home. 

 
*********************************************************************************** 

 
My first cake killed my grandmother. I can recall it like it was yesterday, with its orange and yellow assorted 

sprinkles, delicate whip cream, and florescent pink strawberry frosting. I wanted to spend hours just looking at the batter 
churn and flip along the sides of the mixer; however, my mom eventually became impatient, so we carried on with the 
recipe. She was teaching me how to construct my first masterpiece. 

I put hours of work into that one-hour-quick-make-cake. I would just keep reapplying frosting and making sure that 
not one speck of cake was showing. Persistent I was, examining my work of art and working it into perfection. My 
grandmother liked her sprinkles to be the same distance apart and evenly distributed. “This is a killer cake,” my mom said, 
and then she drove me over to hand deliver it. 

I suppose my mother was right, because my grandma was found dead the next morning. Talk about a buzz kill for 
an eighty-second birthday. Family members tried to comfort me by blaming in on her chain smoking, age, or her high blood 
pressure due to yelling her head off like the lead singer of a heavy metal band or at random cats that ran across her 
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lawn. (Somehow she thought even with a walker she could catch a four quick-legged animal.) At the age of nine, I had a 
different theory: maybe she had the midnight munchies. I guess I had applied too much frosting. 

*********************************************************************************** 
 
My collection of Barbies was well over 50. Always dressed and groomed to the nines, they went to the movies, 

parties, shopping, and on glamorous vacations, places I only dreamed of going. However, my Barbies were most 
unfortunate having me as their owner. Their adventures were forever cut short from injuries caused by high heels, sidewalks, 
and cars, maladies such as headaches, stomach flu, and bronchitis, and action packed drama with seizures, pregnancies, 
and the occasional organ transplant. My friend and I fought over who would play “Barbie Doctor,” able to cure any 
patient that came to Barbie hospital. The bins that housed my Barbies, the few times they were packed away, contained 
rolls of toilet paper, red magic markers, and old gift boxes that served as casts, blood, and isolation rooms. My aunt, once 
an ICU nurse and now a NICU nurse, provided the basis of the medical drama that ensued during the adventures of my 
Barbies with the tales of trauma she related to us over family dinners. My curiosity, as a child, for practicing medicine that 
was satiated by Barbie and Ken. 
 Though I fought over “Doctor Barbie” at one point in my life, today I am fighting for the role of Nurse Practitioner. 
Somewhere between Barbies and growing up, I realized that taking care of people is my number one priority, not 
necessarily practicing medicine. I don’t know how many people I will be able to help, but I am sure my collection will be 
well over 50.  

*********************************************************************************** 
 “Mom!” I drawled out in an exasperated tone. She had just been prodding me about how my day was, and I had 
been too tired to care of talk. Then, I thought about what I had just said. Mom. I had taken the name, the word for granted, 
something I knew too well I shouldn’t.  
 I wish I did not know what it is like to not be able to call out “mom,” but that was my reality for three months. My 
mom was sick in the ICU with liver failure, and I was not able to burst in through the front door and yell, “Mom!” to tell her 
the great grade I had gotten on a project, or go upstairs and whisper “Mom…” to let her know I had gotten home safely 
from a night out with friends, at work, or babysitting jobs. No one was able to take the place of mom, and no one else 
could bear the name. 
 I only saw her twice a week to sit by her bed and hold her hand when she wasn’t conscious. I gushed to her about 
all she had missed and probably tacked on “mom” to the end of every sentence.  
 I took a deep breath and said, Sorry, Mom. Let’s try again. How as your day?” 
 

*********************************************************************************** 
 “Thirty-nine across, ‘Old MGM rival.’” 
 “How many letters? 
 “Three.” 
 “RKO” 
 “Thanks!” 
 My name is Mary Lacy Grecco, and I am addicted. I have been a crossword puzzle junkie for five years now. I 
had always watched my dad complete them with ease as night after night we sat side by side at the kitchen table; I 
watched him looking for sign of struggle, hesitation, or a clue that just plain stumped my father. I rarely saw those moments. 
 He completed the puzzle in pen, never faulting or having to cross a letter out He knew Marlon Brando, Secretary 
of State Condoleezza Rice, one of the few Five Star Admirals in the United States Navy – Halsey, and everything in 
between. I secretly hoped every night there would be just one pop culture item that I could provide. Once in a blue moon, I 
would stretch out the time that I knew something my father did not, basking in the glory. 
 When I was stupid and naïve, my dad asked me the questions he knew I could answer, and I would be floating on 
a cloud for the rest of the night. I wised up once I saw the answer already filled in the boxes and him filling in something 
for which I was not responsible. I had to play the game differently. 
 Clues are hardly ever meant to be taken literally. Double entendre fills the page. The most obvious answers seem 
too simple for the magnitude of the puzzle. Words that are scarcely associated together become one clue: ____ box or 
opera. The response comes easily to me now, but at 14, I had no idea about soap boxes. 
 The rush I felt when I took on the challenge myself was exhilarating. I was empowered by the pencil in my hand. 
The clues that I knew were right turned into the stepping stones for clues I had somewhat right. The fitting together of words 
is in itself beautiful and tragic: seeing the puzzle coming together and knowing it is coming to an end. 
 Crosswords are my challenge every morning in the summer, my stress reliever after homework is completed, and 
my strongest connection to my father. He travels often, but I am always able to reach him when I need help with a clue. It is 
like he is right beside me. 
 My name is Mary Lacy, and I am addicted. I choose not to seek help at this time. 


